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LE'ITER TO THE EDITOR 

Critical behaviour at surfaces: variational approach for the 
free energy? 

J A PlascakS 
Department of Theoretical Physics, University of Oxford, 1 Keble Road, Oxford OX1 3NP, 
UK 

Received 7 September 1984 

Abstract. The variational approach based on the Bogoliubov's inequality for the free energy 
is used in order to study the thermodynamical properties of the semi-infinite Ising model 
with modified exchange interactions J,  = J (  1 + A )  on a free surface. The critical temperature 
of the surface ordering, as well as the extrapolation length are obtained as a function of 
A for the two- and three-dimensional models. 

In this letter we treat the semi-infinite Ising model with modified exchange interaction 
on a free surface. This system can be viewed as a d-dimensional Ising film of N I  
layers (NI --*CO) with periodic boundary conditions along the direction parallel to the 
film. The exchange interaction between all nearest-neighbour spins is assumed to be 
J, except for spins on the surface where the interaction is assumed to be J, = J (  1 + A ) .  
The Hamiltonian model of the system can then be written as 

N .  

where n labels the ( d  - 1)  -dimensional layer and p is the ( d  - 1 )-dimensional coordin- 
ate parallel to the surface. h is a uniform field acting throughout the system and h l  
is a field acting on the surface layer located at n = 1. 

On the basis of mean-field theory (Mills 197 1, Binder and Hohenberg 1974, Binder 
1983 and references therein) it has been shown that for A greater than a critical value 
Ac the system orders on the surface before it orders in the bulk, whereas for A < A, 
the surface orders when the bulk does. For very large values of A the surface behaves 
like a ( d  - 1)-dimensional Ising model and the bulk can be neglected. 

Clearly, these mean-field results are in disagreement with the expected results for 
d = 2, since there is no ordering on the one-dimensional surface at finite temperatures. 
Actually, Au-Yang (1973) has exactly shown that the critical temperature, as well as 
the critical exponents for the two-dimensional model are independent of A. However, 
since a two-dimensional surface exhibits a finite critical temperature, it is reasonable 
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to assume that for d = 3 there exists a critical value J,, above which the surface orders 
at a temperature Tc greater than the bulk transition temperature. 

In order to sutdy the thermodynamical properties of the model ( 1 )  we employ a 
variational method based on the Bogoliubov's inequality (see, for example, Falk 1970): 

F ( X )  Fo( Xo) + (X - X0)o = 44 Y 1, ( 2 )  
where F( X) is the free energy of the system described by X, Fo( Xo) is the free energy 
associated with a trial Hamiltonian Xo= X o ( y ) ,  y standing for the variational para- 
meters, and (. . .)o means an average taken over the ensemble defined by Xo. An 
approximated free energy is obtained by minimising the RHS of ( 2 )  with respect to the 
variational parameters and assuming that F(  X) = &,in( y ) .  

According to the present variational approach, the usual mean-field approximation 
(Binder and Hohenberg 1974, Binder 1983) can be obtained by choosing 

with yn,p = yn, since the magnetisation within each layer is assumed to be uniform (i.e., 
the system is translationally invariant along the directions parallel to the surface). 

In order to improve the approximation, we choose the following trial Hamiltonian 
N 

Xo= 2 c x;c, 
n = I linear 

chains 

where 

(4) 

is the Hamiltonian of a linear Ising chain and J ,  = J for n 3 2 and JI = J,. The second 
sum in (4) extends over all linear chains parallel to the surface (and parallel to each 
other) within the layer n. With this choice for the trial Hamiltonian all the interactions 
along one specific direction parallel to the surface can be taken into account exactly, 
while the interactions between linear chains are taken into account in a mean-field way. 

The RHS of equation ( 2 )  can then be written as 

NI NI 

- h I m l - h  1 mn+ ynmn, 
n = l  n = l  

where fo( yn) is the free energy per spin of the linear Ising chain, z,  is the coordination 
number within each ( d  - 1)-dimensional layer and we have assumed a uniform magneti- 
sation 

within each laer. Minimisation of equation ( 6 )  with respect to the variational parameters 
leads to 

yI = h , + h + ( z , - 2 ) J s m l + J m 2 ,  (8) 
Y n  = h+(z,-2)Jmn+J(mn+l+m,+i) ,  n 2 2 .  (9) 
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Above the critical temperature and for small fields h and h l ,  equations (7)-(9) can be 
linearised and we find 

mI =e2P’s[H+ H l + ( z , - 2 ) ~ J S m l + ~ J m 2 ] ,  (10) 
m, = e2@’ [ H + (zs - 2)pJm, + p J (  m,+ I + m, - n 3 2 ,  (11 )  

where H = p h  and HI = p h , .  
The bulk magnetisation, mb = mn+m, can be obtained from (1 1 )  and one finds 

mb= H/(e-2P’ - 2,p.f). (12) 

The phase transition in the bulk of the film will then occur when the denominator of 
(12) vanishes, i.e., 

= z,pcbJ, (13) 

which is precisely the same critical temperature as for a fully infinite system (de 
Carvalho and Salinas 1978, Plascak and Silva 1982). 

As in the usual mean-field approximation, the system given by (10) and ( 1  1) can 
be solved by setting 

m, = mb+ 8 e-q(“-‘). (14) 

ml ==Xl.IHI+XlH, (15) 

The magnetisation m ,  then becomes 

where 

and 

D( p, A) = 1 + pJ e2p’(1cA)[y - (z, - 2)A] - eZPJA, (18) 

y =eq  -z,pJ+2~J+[(e-2P’-z,~J)(e-2P’-z,~J+4~J)]1~2}. 
2PJ 

For A < Ac, where A= is given by 

D(Pcb, = O, (20) 
and T >  Tcb one has D(p ,  A) > 0 so the system orders on the surface at a temperature 
which is the same as the bulk critical temperature. For T a  Tcb equations (13) and 
(19) lead to 

4 - LZs( 1 + 2pcbJ)(  - Tcb)/ Tcb11/2, (21) 
which shows that this transition is to a state where the bulk is ordered (4-‘ + 00). From 
equations (16) and (17) one can also obtain the extrapolation length A (Binder 1983) 
which in this case, can be written as 

lD(Pcb, A). (22) A = p J e2L3,b’(I+A) 
cb 

At A = Ac the extrapolation length goes to infinity. 
For A > A, the surface orders at a shifted temperature given by the solution of 

D(Pc, A)  = 0. (23) 
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The transition temperature for the surface of the two-dimensional model as a 
function of A is shown in figure 1. In this case we have pcbJ = 3.52 and A, = 1.22 while 
the usual mean-field approximation gives pcbJMF = 4 and A y F  = 0.5. Although the 
linear Ising chain has no finite critical temperature, for very large values of A the 
surface still orders at a temperature greater than Tcb. This result reflects the fact that 
in the present approximation the interactions between the surface and the inner layer 
are taken into account in a mean-field way. However, as can be seen in figure 1, the 
behaviour of T, as a function of A is much closer to the exact one than that found in 
the usual mean-field approximation (the exact result is pCbJ = 2.27 independent of A). 

Figure 2 shows the transition temperature for the surface of the three-dimensional 
Ising model as a function of A. The critical value of the surface interaction is, in this 
case, Ac=0.30. This value should be compared with A,=O.6 obtained from high- 
temperature series expansion up to eighth order for d = 3 (Binder and Hohenberg 
1974). The usual mean-field approximation gives A y F  = 0.25. For large values of A 
equation (23) leads to 

1 - e2PJA2pJA - e2@I2pJ,, (24) 
which is the critical temperature given by (13) for the two-dimensional model, as 
expected. The extrapolation length as a function of A is shown in figure 3. In this 
case, a similar behaviour is obtained for A < 0, the difference being that A - '  < A GIF. 

Finally, it can be shown that the critical exponents y1 and y,,, obtained from 
equations (16) and (17) are exactly the same as those given by the usual mean-field 
approximation, with only the coefficients of the susceptibilities being different. 
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Figure 1. Transition temperature Figure 2. The same as figure 1 for Figure 3. Extrapolation length as 
for the surface as a function Of b the three-dimensional model. a function of A for the three- 
for the two-dimensional model. dimensional model. The full 
The full curve represents the pres- curve represents the present 
ent approximation and the chain approximation and the chain 
curve the usual mean-field curve the usual mean-field 
approximation. approximation. 
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